High-quality software is not an accident; it is constructed via a systematic plan that demands familiarity with analytical techniques, architectural and design methodologies, implementation polices, and testing techniques. Software architecture and design plays an important role in the development of today's complex software systems. Furthermore, our ability to model and reason about the architectural and design properties of a system, built from existing components, is of great concern to modern system developers.
availability model is based on an object-oriented Markov model and some numerical solution methods are provided for model evaluation. In addition, a framework to monitor the availability model is also discussed. Availability as mentioned by the authors, is a key attribute of HPC cluster systems. The solutions provided in this paper can be thought of as a single framework for availability modeling, model evaluation and data analysis. Based on knowledge, the solutions provided are novel and quite helpful in investigating availability for cluster systems.
The final of the four papers, "Metamodel Search: Using XPath to Search Domain-Specific Models", by Rajesh Sudarsan and Jeff Gray, is a unique scholarship of application of existing procedures (Xpath and GME models) to proffer solutions that can be used in many software development tools for flexible and scalable search strategy in a domain-specific modeling environment. The paper advanced the Xpath predicates to provide searching facilities for visual hierarchical models, a distinctive contribution to knowledge, that has so far eluded existing software modeling tools. The authors provided case studies with results on how their technique (XMOS) differs from current search utilities with similar objectives. Existing search tools focus on textual software artifacts while this research effort uniquely focuses on visual hierarchical models.
XMOS, an XPath plug-in search engine for domain-specific models, was developed and applied to models developed using the ESML language and the GME toolkit. The search engine extends the flexibility and scope of the built-in search capability of GME, returning model entities that match the XPath predicate search expression, and is capable of presenting the search result at the visual abstraction level provided by the modeling tool. The architecture of the XMOS and four samples of search predicate expressions and the results returned are presented. A summary of future work to be done is also given.
Organizing a successful conference and selecting high-quality research journal papers demand significant commitment and dedication of the referees who provide their knowledge, expertise, and time. Their service is a matter of success and failure for the conference, journal, and the research community. We would like to thank the many referees, without whom this would not have been possible. We would also like to thank Professor Sidney Morris, Editor-in-Chief, and Rosemary Hay for their support and help. It is our hope that this collection of papers will demonstrate the current trends in software model development and future directions that may be taken in this field.
